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Motivation: LSSCDL algorithm formulates the person re-identification 
problem into a binary classification problem and learn a classifier 
specifically for each pedestrian. It consists of 3 steps: Sample-

Specific SVM Learning, LSSCDL and Pedestrian Matching.

person re-identification: match people across disjoint camera views

Contribution: 
1.Propose SLSSCDL algorithm to overcome the bad local minima problem of 
solving LSSCDL.
2.Introduce an undirected proximity graph in SLSSCDL to preserve the 
local similarities in feature space and weight space. 

 The right side shape size represents sparse codes of dictionaries DW 
for Sample-Specific SVM weights and the left side represents the sparse 
codes of dictionaries DX for the probe images multiple with the mapping 
function M between the sparse code space of feature and weight. 
Intuitively, our method first selects the sample associated with the red 

circle, then with the yellow triangle and finally with the blue square. 

Self-Paced Least Square Semi-Coupled 
Dictionary Learning

          ,               Are the local 
smoothness,λS is the regularization parameters
 of local smoothness, V is the diagonal sample
weights Matrix, Λ, λΛ,λM, λD are 
regularization parameters to balance the terms
in the objective function and ΛX, ΛW denote
the coding coefficients.

Experimental and Discussion

1. SPL: Learning the easiness of the feature 
and weight pairs
2. Smooth: Preserving local similarities
3. SLSSCDL(ours):  Combining the easiness and 
local similarities

 Convergence analysis:

Overview Application of SLSSCDL to person re-identification

input: probe image matrix XP , weight matrix W P
 , parameters λ; λΛ; λM; λD; λS

Output: feature dictionary DX , weight 
dictionary DW ,mapping matrix M

Prediction

Given a test probe image xpt , the corresponding 
weight vector wtp can be derived with the 
learned dictionary pair Dw, Dx and mapping 
matrix M.

where yjp =+1 represents that (xpi , xgj) is a
correct matching pair, while yjp =−1 indicates 
the incorrect matches

With  the corresponding weight vector wtp , the 
prediction is
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